Pediatric care when
your employees need it.
Eden Health has partnered with MyTelemedicine
to give your employees direct access to
phone consultations with licensed pediatricians.
YOUR TEAM CAN RELY ON OUR VIRTUAL PEDIATRIC SERVICES TO:

Simplify your benefits by bundling pediatrics under the Eden umbrella.
Employees are already accustomed to using their Eden app for their own healthcare needs —
they can now extend that level of care to their children or dependents, without having to leave
the app.

Help employees gauge the severity of their child’s ailments.
Your employees can schedule pediatric phone consultations 24/7 for treatment and guidance on
common ailments for their children or legal dependents. Through Eden’s virtual pediatric services,
you can provide your employees with peace of mind while their children get the care they need.

Let employees know you care about their life outside the office.
Providing benefits that take care of parents and kids will demonstrate the value you place on
your employees.
FREQ U E NT LY AS K E D Q U E ST I O N S
What can employees use virtual pediatrics for?
Questions about common ailments like cold
and flu symptoms, sinus infections, headaches,
bronchitis, ear infections, fevers, UTIs, pink eye,
yeast infections, stomach viruses, rashes,
and more.

Will employees be charged for these
consultations?
No, you’ve purchased virtual pediatric services as a
part of your Eden membership. Every consultation
is free of charge for you and your employees.

What ages do you support?
Our services are available for children between
the ages of 2 through 17.

Will this replace employees’ existing
pediatricians?
No. Eden’s virtual pediatric services
are intended to supplement in-person
pediatric care. Employees can rely on
Eden for fast and convenient answers
to questions about minor illnesses.

Where do employees access virtual
pediatric services?
Employees can schedule consultations
directly in the “Profile” tab of their
Eden app.

